CARBON FOOTPRINT REPORT: NASDAQ CLEAN EDGE GREEN ENERGY INDEX (CELS)

Report as of Date: November 3, 2023

- Index Weighted Total Emission: 526,201.56 metric tonneCo2e
- Index Weighted Total Revenue: 7,312.73 Mil USD
- Index Carbon Intensity: 71.96 metric tonneCo2e per Mil USD Revenue
- Index Carbon Impact: 38.76 metric tonneCo2e per Mil USD Investment
Methodology Overview

Nasdaq calculates the Index-based Carbon Footprint Scores with Carbon Emissions and Revenue data sourced from Sustainalytics.

• Carbon Intensity Score:

We calculate the index-weighted Carbon Emission and the index-weighted Total Revenue as follows:

\[
\text{Index Weighted Carbon Emission} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Weight}_i \times \text{Carbon Emission}_i
\]

\[
\text{Index Weighted Total Revenue} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Weight}_i \times \text{Total Revenue}_i
\]

Where \(i=1\) to \(n\) is the \(i\)th component in Nasdaq index.

If Sustainalytics’ Carbon Emission and Revenue data do not cover 100% of the index universe, we adjust (scale up) the computed figures. This is done by dividing the computed figure with the total weights of all components with the valid inputs:

\[
\text{Total Weight of Carbon Emission} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Weight}_i \times I_i
\]

\[
\text{Total Weight of Total Revenue} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Weight}_i \times J_i
\]

Where \(I\) and \(J = 0\) or \(1\) are indicators to identify whether the \(i\)th index component has the valid Carbon Emission or Revenue data.

Therefore,

\[
\text{Adjusted Index Weighted Carbon Emission} = \frac{\text{Index Weighted Carbon Emission}}{\text{Total Weight of Carbon Emission}}
\]

\[
\text{Adjusted Index Weighted Total Revenue} = \frac{\text{Index Weighted Total Revenue}}{\text{Total Weight of Total Revenue}}
\]

Finally, the Carbon Intensity for the index is:

\[
\text{Index Carbon Intensity} = \frac{\text{Adjusted Index Weighted Carbon Emission}}{\text{Adjusted Index Weighted Total Revenue}}
\]
• Carbon Impact Score:

To calculate the index-based Carbon Impact score, we need to first calculate the Carbon Impact for every individual security in the index:

\[
Carbon \ Impact_i = \frac{Total \ Emission_i \times 1 \ million \ USD}{Full \ USD \ Market \ Cap_i}
\]

Once we have the security level carbon impact scores, we can calculate the index level Carbon Impact as such:

\[
Index \ Weighted \ Carbon \ Impact = \sum_{i=1}^{n} Weight_i \times Carbon \ Impact_i
\]
\[
Total \ Weight \ of \ Carbon \ Impact = \sum_{i=1}^{n} Weight_i \times I_i
\]
\[
Index \ Carbon \ Impact = \frac{Index \ Weighted \ Carbon \ Impact}{Total \ Weight \ of \ Carbon \ Impact}
\]

Where \(i=1\) to \(n\) is the \(i\)th component in the Nasdaq index, and \(I = 0 \ or \ 1\) is the indicator of whether the \(i\)th component has valid Carbon Impact data.

DISCLAIMER

Nasdaq® is a registered trademark of Nasdaq, Inc. The information contained above is provided for informational and educational purposes only, and nothing contained herein should be construed as investment advice, either on behalf of a particular security or an overall investment strategy. Neither Nasdaq, Inc. nor any of its affiliates make any recommendation to buy or sell any security or any representation about the financial condition of any company.

Statements regarding Nasdaq-listed companies or Nasdaq proprietary indexes are not guarantees of future performance. Actual results may differ materially from those expressed or implied. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Investors should undertake their own due diligence and carefully evaluate companies before investing. ADVICE FROM A SECURITIES PROFESSIONAL IS STRONGLY ADVISED.
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